
Developing talk



Active learning:

Science involves active learning - thinking, seeing and doing - lots of talk

Children have freedom and confidence to use the vocabulary and express their 

thinking.



How long does it take for children to learn new vocabulary?

From never heard it to 

‘feel confident to try it out or 

use it in my talk or writing’ 

will be more than one lesson. 

Even tier 2 words can be 

very challenging for some 

children.

You might build up over half 

a term.  Children will get 

opportunities over  a set of 

lessons to develop their 

vocabulary, understanding 

and confidence
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What science can you see in this picture



1.Introducing topics through open ended tasks such 

as pictures, where everyone feels they can say 

something.

2. Relating science to their everyday lives (your family uses science everyday). 

3.Relating science to something they feel passionate about. E.g. The UN Global 

Development Goals e.g. Sustainable communities, Zero hunger, Climate Action or 

Affordable Clean Energy (Part of the Rights Respecting Work)

Inclusion and Science Capital



Oracy starters in Science (and other subjects) 

PSTT website has information and examples of tools to get children 

talking and listening in Science.

ODD ONE OUT



Positive, minus and interesting – what would be positive, what would be a negative and can 

you think of anything interesting if...

What if plants could walk…



The Big Question – scientific conundrums.



Other Oracy tools

The Freya model that Jane talked about is perfect for science

● Definition

● Critical and non- critical 

features

● Examples 

● Non- examples

E.g. A spider



Scaffolding talk : An example from Year 5 learning 

about metamorphosis. Exploratory Talk

Training the children in roles.



Researching and note taking on 

different aspects of the topic - getting 

ready to share.



Nesting : talking about the subject to 

oneself, aloud. (Getting ready to share 

yur knowledge and understanding).

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZnzNhKIAsTki4UlvLKQPR_WbMz0u0lNI/view


Explaining your understanding of the 

topic to your group.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1U1sv8Wa-_-jqkQ3kagZfHu-RRsUHglM3/view


Explaining your understanding of the topic 

to your group.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1lT3maWcLqXNSSk5hVblr0HhnmuWphw4D/view


People outside of your group asking 

questions after listening to the 

discussion. (Probing or asking for 

clarification)

http://drive.google.com/file/d/147e27R1UopeaGxbJAncTTX8IlcfImY8k/view


Summarising everything your 

group has discussed with 

someone from the group to clarify 

anything you get stuck on.

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZTTLSPmIMZeeveB_cj3IRIUsnDAKneb9/view



